2019 - Porsche 935 Moby Dick

Make:
Model:
Year:
Location:
Type:
Chassis Number:
Drive:
Road Registered:
Competition Ready:
FIA HTP:
Interior Color:
Exterior Color:
Price:

Porsche
935 Moby Dick
2019
Belgium
Coupé
WP0ZZZ99ZKS199126
LHD
No
No
No
Black carbon &
Alcantara
Martini Livery
P.O.A.

Key Features
Porsche’s modern interpretation of the immortal 935 Group 5 racer
Serial number 26 of 77 examples produced
As new with only 990 km mileage
Wrapped in iconic and desirable Martini livery
Comes with extensive new spares

Description
We are extremely pleased to offer this truly spectacular 2019 Porsche 935 “Moby Dick” in Martini livery for sale.
This 935 pays tribute to the marque’s 935/78 Le Mans racing car more commonly known as “Moby Dick” and our car honours
the famous Martini livery scheme worn by the factory 935 team in the 70s.
This ultra-modern “Moby Dick” has sweeping lines, a long tail with a massive spoiler mounted above it, and the internals of a
(Type 991) 911 GT2 RS.
Only 77 were made and they are all track only with a performance of 700 bhp. They were never meant to be, or able to be,
registered for the road.
Its specification can be viewed when you download of the “Spec sheet” document.
Our car has been part of a private car collection since its delivery in October 2019 and has only covered 990 km since. It has
been wrapped in iconic and desirable Martini livery with the interior finished in black carbon and alcantara.
Last but not least, it comes with significant spares which are all new and include 2 sets of wheels, rotors and brake pads, rear
underbody, etc..
An incredibly rare car, this stunning Martini livered 935 "Moby Dick" presents an exceptional opportunity for any automotive
collector or a serious and skilled track enthusiast.

Additional files (Downloadable from our site)
935 Spec Sheet

Video
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Porsche 935 Moby Dick Tribute Launch - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Otxf-WSj5CA
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